
 Rotary Wellpoint Pumps 

Equipment 
W8R 8” Rotary Wellpoint Pump 

Application 
Take control of groundwater with a Holland Rotary 
Wellpoint Pump.  Holland Rotary Wellpoint pumps 
are the portable dewatering solution to securing 
foundation structure, remediation, dewatering 
trenches, sewer pipelines, elevator pits, dams, lift 
stations, head walls, and filtered water transfer with 
sock pipe.  Holland Rotary Wellpoint Pumps 
consume approximately half the fuel of competing 
pumps, offer a steady discharge flow, and self 
priming.  Together, the Holland Automatic 
Notification system and the integral fuel tank keep 
supervision at a minimum.  With unique shut down 
protection and rotors and mechanical seals that can 
be changed in the field, contractors confidently rely 
on Holland Rotary Wellpoint Pumps. 
 
Job Description
Subcontracted by WCI, Chapman Contracting 
rented a Holland Pump at the site of the West Shore 
Yacht Club in Tampa, Florida.  This unique project 
utilized a Holland 8” Rotary Wellpoint Pump to 
eliminate water from the site while workers build a 
retention pond located underneath a parking garage. 

“It is a fuel efficient pump.  It cuts down on 

our costs and burns about half the fuel of 

the competition ”.      - Leonard Pate, Supervisor 
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Application Report
West Shore Yacht Club - Chapman Contracting

Equipment
W8R 8” Rotary Wellpoint Pump

Application
Take control of groundwater with 
a Holland Rotary Wellpoint Pump. 
Holland Rotary Wellpoint pumps are the 
portable dewatering solution to securing 
foundation structure, remediation, 
dewatering trenches, sewer pipelines, 
elevator pits, dams, lift stations, head 
walls, and filtered water transfer with 
sock pipe. Holland Rotary Wellpoint 
Pumps consume approximately half the 
fuel of competing pumps, offer a steady 
discharge flow, and self priming. Together, 
the Holland Automatic Notification 
system and the integral fuel tank keep 
supervision at a minimum. With unique 
shut down protection and rotors and 
mechanical seals that can be changed in 
the field, contractors confidently rely on 
Holland Rotary Wellpoint Pumps.

Job Description
Subcontracted by WCI, Chapman 
Contracting rented a Holland Pump 
at the site of the West Shore Yacht Club 
in Tampa, Florida. This unique project 
utilized a Holland 8” Rotary Wellpoint 
Pump to eliminate water from the site 
while workers build a retention pond 
located underneath a parking garage.

“It is a fuel efficient pump. It cuts 
down on our costs and burns about 

half the fuel of the competition.”
- Leonard Pate, Supervisor
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